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OUR CAPITALS

FINANCIAL CAPITAL
Debt and equity capital. Access to funding is
intrinsic to the Group’s ability to create value.

MANUFACTURED CAPITAL
Our properties and investments.

INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL
Our brand, knowledge, systems, procedures
and protocols. We aim to grow the Afhco
brand to become the residential property
brand of choice.
HUMAN CAPITAL
The competencies, capabilities and
experience of our Board, employees and
management team.

SOCIAL AND RELATIONSHIP CAPITAL
Our relationships with suppliers,
tenants, property and asset managers
and communities.

NATURAL CAPITAL
The natural resources of land, water and
energy that we utilise in pursuit of our vision.

ABOUT THIS REPORT

This Environmental, Social and Governance (“ESG”)
Report (“the report”, “the ESG report”) forms part
of the annual suite of reports of SA Corporate Real
Estate Limited (“SAC”) (“the Group”) and covers
the year ended 31 December 2020. The ESG report
is aimed at all stakeholders that have an interest in
the activities of SAC, with emphasis on investors,
employees, debt providers, communities and tenants.
The ESG report is intended to be read in conjunction
with the 2020 Integrated Annual Report (“IAR”).
SCOPE OF THE ESG REPORT
The report covers all wholly owned property investment
subsidiaries, the SAC management company (“Manco”), three
co-owned properties, as well as the investment in four joint
ventures being 50% joint ventures in three property companies
in Zambia and an 80% joint venture in The Falls Lifestyle Estate.
The property management in respect of the Zambian joint
ventures has been outsourced to our Zambian partners and The
Falls Lifestyle Estate is managed in-house by Afhco Property
Management.
In terms of our Carbon Footprint reporting, a total of 175
properties are included in the assessment, which is done on the
equity share approach. The operational boundaries include scope
1 direct emissions, scope 2 indirect emissions (SAC and Afhco
common areas electricity consumption) and scope 3 indirect
emissions (tenants electricity and water consumption). Non-Kyoto
gases have been calculated and are reported separately.

BASIS OF PREPARATION
The report has drawn on the six capitals identified by
the International Integrated Reporting Council, as a basis
of an organisation’s value creation, as well as aspects of
the Sustainability Reporting Guidelines developed by the
Global Reporting Initiative, the UN Global Compact, and
recommendations of the King Report on Corporate Governance
(“King IV™”). These criteria have been used for guidance only,
with the reporting predominantly focusing on issues that are
specifically material to the Group’s stakeholders.

ASSURANCE
The board of directors (“Board”) of SAC identifies the material
matters that need to be addressed in the IAR as well as the ESG,
to provide a balanced view of all matters that are salient to the
ability of the Group to continue to add value to its stakeholders.
The content of both the IAR and the ESG report is selected and
prepared by management, with oversight and input from the
Board and respective committees. The ESG report is reviewed

by the Social, Ethics and Environmental Committee (“SEEC”)
and is recommended to the Board for approval. Under the
concept of combined assurance, as recommended within King
IV, certain information included in the IAR and ESG report
has been extracted from, and independently verified by the
following entities:
Key Activities

Company

External auditor for
the consolidated AFS

PricewaterhouseCoopers
Inc. (“PwC”)

B-BBEE level
verification

Platinum Verifications

Carbon footprint
assessment
Traditional Portfolio
property management

Terra Firma
Solutions
Broll Property
Management (“Broll”)

ETHICAL CODE OF CONDUCT
The Board is the custodian of the Group’s ethical leadership
and corporate governance. A code of ethics is in place which
requires all directors and employees to apply moral standards
in all business dealings. This includes standards of good, proper
and fair conduct which are supported by the Group’s values.

MATERIAL ISSUES
SAC’s material issues are closely aligned with its strategic
direction, its integrated sustainability commitments and the
identified requirements of all its stakeholders. As these inform
and shape SAC’s strategic direction, they are identified and
endorsed by the Group’s Board and management team via
ongoing input from all the Group’s stakeholders, including
employees, investors and shareholders, as well as analysts,
regulators and the media.
We consider issues to be material if they reflect on the six capitals
in a manner that could substantially impact and influence the
decisions of stakeholders in assessing the Group’s ability to create
value in the short, medium and long term. As such, we have
identified the following as our key material issues:
Macro-economic conditions affecting our vacancies,
reversions and property values, among others. IAR, page 18
Value extraction within our portfolio is key to generating
sustained shareholder returns. IAR, page 7
Talented and engaged people reflecting gender equity
and social diversity without whom we cannot operate.
IAR, page 30
Sustainable development is essential to our role as a
responsible citizen. IAR page 26, as well as this ESG

FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
The ESG report contains certain statements that are forward-looking. By their very nature, such statements cannot be considered
guarantees of future outcomes as they are dependent on events and circumstances, the predictability of which is uncertain and
not necessarily within the Group’s control.
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MAIN HEADING CONTINUED

SA CORPORATE
AT A GLANCE
SA Corporate Real Estate Limited is a JSElisted Real Estate Investment Trust (“REIT”)
which owns a diversified portfolio of
quality industrial, retail, commercial and
residential buildings located primarily in
the major metropolitan areas of South
Africa with a secondary node in Zambia.

OUR VALUES

SAC is one of the oldest established
property companies in the South
African market.

Integrity
Innovation
Accountability
Respect

REIT STATUS
SINCE 2015

OUR VISION
Our vision is to produce sustainable distribution growth and long-term
capital appreciation for investors, through investment in a well-diversified
and balanced property portfolio. We will remain cognisant of our role as a
responsible corporate citizen and aim to achieve our vision in a manner that
benefits all our stakeholders.

PURSUING THE HIGHEST STANDARDS OF ETHICAL BEHAVIOUR AND ACCOUNTABILITY

Assets under management

R17.1 billion

2

188 properties
(excluding three Zambian properties
and one South African property, held
in JVs, valued at R16.0 billion)
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GLA (m²)

1.5 million

Limpopo
1

THE LOCATION
THE LOCATION
OF OUR PROPERTIES
OF OUR PROPERTIES

Mpumalanga
1

Gauteng
16

37

3

65

18

Free State
1

KwaZulu-Natal
8

29

3

South Africa

NUMBER OF PROPERTIES
Western Cape
1

3

1

1

26
Retail

8
Commercial

69
Industrial

66
Afhco

3
Rest of Africa

19
Storage

(not shown on map)

OUR PROPERTY PORTFOLIO
A defensive retail portfolio focused
on community and neighbourhood
centres with high national grocer and
pharmaceutical components

A quality residential rental portfolio

RENTAL AREA (m2)
27%
38%

A quality industrial portfolio with
increasing logistics exposure

3%
32%

Low and reducing exposure to the
oversupplied office segment

REVENUE (R’000)
23%

32%

3%

42%






Afhco
Commercial
Retail*
Industrial

*Includes Storage
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COVID–19 RESPONSE

SAC took decisive action in 2020 to minimise the very
real impact of COVID-19 on our operations.

PROTECTING OUR TENANTS
• Rent relief and deferments to the value of R87.4 million
• Loyalty programmes offering discounts and reimbursements

PROTECTING OUR CUSTOMERS AND PEOPLE
The following protocols were implemented:
Retail
• Social distancing implemented at centres via markings
• Signage placed around centres reminding visitors of the social distancing
restrictions
• Signage placed around centres advising of the compulsory use of masks
• Regular cleaning of all elevators, lifts and buttons
• Hand sanitising stations placed in common areas of centres
Residential
• Screening of all tenants, staff and contractors
• Visitors allowed, subject to strict protocols
• Suspension of biometric access control
• Hand sanitisers provided at entrances
• Social distancing stickers at entrances and lifts
• Heightened cleaning of high touch point areas
• Closure of common amenities and playgrounds
• Continuous communication with tenants
• Infected person protocols in place
• Wi-Fi roll-out to facilitate work-from-home (“WFH”)
Internal
• Daily symptom screening of employees
• Hand sanitising stations have been placed in common areas of offices
• Offices have been deep cleansed and fogged
• Face masks have been provided to all employees
• Biometric system replaced with facial and temperature recognition system
or proximity cards
• COVID-19 compliance officer and managers appointed per location to
ensure protocols are followed and to address any issues
• COVID-19 presentations and training

4
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PROTECTING OUR STAFF
• Provided appropriate Personal Protective
Equipment (PPE) to safeguard employees
• Implemented the appropriate technology to
facilitate WFH
• Full employment and salaries
• Rolled out employee wellbeing programme

PROTECTING OUR INCOME BASE
•
•
•
•

Strong focus on collections to minimise arrears
Rental reversions to maintain occupancy
No short-term incentives paid to employees
No increases in non-executive directors’ fees
to ensure alignment with shareholder interests

PROTECTING OUR BALANCE SHEET
• Debt covenant negotiations to safeguard compliance
• Disposals to bolster cashflow and repayment of debt
to reduce loan to value (“LTV”)
• Deferral of 2019 distributions to protect cash position
• Retained 25% of 2020 distributable income
• Capital expenditure limited to essential maintenance
and committed development

PROTECTING OUR SUPPLIERS AND
PROPERTY MANAGERS
• Intensified engagement to understand challenges
• Adjusted fee arrangement with property manager to
secure personnel

ASSISTING OUR SOCIAL PROGRAMMES
• Bursaries to the value of R2.2 million for school
children attending CityKidz

KEEPING STAKEHOLDERS INFORMED
•
•
•
•

Results presentations by webinar
Investor virtual meetings
Pre-close presentations by webinar
Trading updates

SA Corporate Real Estate Limited
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POSITIONING FOR A BETTER FUTURE

ACTIONS PROTECTING OUR FUTURE
• Decisive disposals to safeguard the Group’s balance sheet
• Strengthening the financial position of the Group
• Reduced gearing

R1.6 billion in
disposals
Divestments at a

• Refining the quality of the portfolio by exiting poorer
quality properties
• Disposals at, or near, latest valuations, validated
conservative property valuations
• Leasing metrics ahead of targets

discount of 2.6%
to last valuation
Rental relief
provided of
R87.4 million

• Rental relief to prevent tenant failure

INCREASED FOCUS
ON COLLECTIONS

COVID-19 PROTOCOLS
IMPLEMENTED

SECURING TENANT
COVENANT

SUPPORTING TENANTS
WITH RENTAL RELIEF

REDUCED DEVELOPER
EXPOSURE

STRATEGIES POSITIONING THE GROUP FOR VALUE CREATION
• Continuing to reposition and improve the portfolio quality
• Increase exposure to high growth logistics and residential sectors
• Reduce exposure to oversupplied office and low-grade industrial sectors
• Build cash reserves to position for opportunities in a distressed market

ENABLERS TO STRENGTHEN OPERATIONS
• Key executive appointments
• In-house strategic retail leasing capability
• Operational optimisation
• Execution discipline

6
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Convenience
retail augmented
with grocer and
pharmaceutical
offerings
Leasehold and
tenant risk
reduced in
industrial

OUTCOMES IN 2020

FINANCIAL CAPITAL

MANUFACTURED CAPITAL

HUMAN CAPITAL

Assets under management of

Executed and committed

92% of employees are from

R17.1 billion (2019: R18.5 billion)

acquisitions of R385.7 million

previously disadvantaged groups,

Total net property income (“NPI”)

R235 million spent on

of R1.1 billion (2019: R1.4 billion)

improvements to investment

56%1 of Directors are from

property

previously disadvantaged groups,

Like-for-like portfolio NPI of
R1.0 billion (2019: R1.2 billion)
Traditional property retention rate
of 66.5% (2019: 74.0%)

of whom 48% are female

Disposals (contracted and

of whom 33%1 are female
1

Increased to 60% and 40% on 11 February 2021

executed) of R1.6 billion
96% of employees trained
Capital expenditure restricted to

are from previously

essential expenditure

disadvantaged groups

INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL

SOCIAL AND RELATIONSHIP CAPITAL

NATURAL CAPITAL

The leadership team was

806 scholars at CityKidz

Generated renewable energy

Traditional Portfolio vacancy of
3.5% by GLA (2019: 4.2%)

significantly strengthened

10 138 affordable housing
residential units

of 15 115 MWh, a saving of
R20 million and 15 417 tonnes
of CO2e (“tCO2e”)

1 875 student accommodation
beds available

Electricity consumption tCO2e per
m² of GLA, saving of 18%

Residential loyalty programme
adapted to offer rental relief

1 793 631 m3 of waste,
representing 2 554 187 tonnes
recycled at retail centres

SA Corporate Real Estate Limited
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OUR APPROACH TO SUSTAINABILITY

A message from the Chairman of the SEEC, Ms EM Hendricks.
At SAC we believe that, for our business to truly prosper, we need to balance
economic performance with human capital, environmental, social, health and safety,
transformation, ethical as well as corporate responsibility considerations, all on a
holistic basis. The Group ensures that all these dimensions are addressed throughout
its business operations, an approach that serves as testimony to its commitment to
sustainable development.

OUR SUSTAINABILITY FRAMEWORK
We fully subscribe to the
principles contained in
King IVTM that explicitly
address the need and
relevance for corporations
to adopt a stakeholder
inclusive approach.

We consider all internal
and external stakeholders
in our operations to
reduce social and
economic inequalities
and to assist previously
discriminated groups to
actively participate in the
country’s economy.

Through partnerships with
various stakeholders, like
the Sizovuna Trust and
NGOs, such as the Adopt-aSchool Foundation, we are
involved at a grassroots
level with community
and social upliftment
programmes.

We have developed an
energy optimisation and
savings plan for the
portfolio to decrease our
environmental footprint
and reduce costs for the
Company and our tenants.

SAC upholds its responsibilities as a corporate citizen by addressing economic, environment and social concerns as an integral part
of it business model. This in turn increases efficiencies within the business and positively impacts, not only economic and social
progress within communities, but the Group’s profitability too.
SAC’s sustainable development strategy implementation is monitored and overseen by its SEEC, chaired by myself, with Adv OR
Mosetlhi and Ms AM Basson as members. The Chief Executive Officer, Mr TR Mackey, attends by invitation.
ETHICAL LEADERSHIP AND CORPORATE CITIZENSHIP
The Board is responsible for the Group’s ethical leadership and corporate governance and its responsibility in this regard is set out in the
Board Charter. SAC’s approach to corporate governance supports the implementation of the principles and recommended practices of
King IVTM and the JSE Listings Requirements (JSELR). A comprehensive discussion of our practices in this regard is contained in the IAR
and King IV compliance register and interested parties are invited to access these publications for a broader overview.
For the period under review, the SEEC has executed its mandate in a manner that is consistent with the ten principles of the UN Global
Compact, and in a comprehensive and holistic manner, in line with the requirements of section 72 of the Companies Act, 71 of 2008 (“the
Act”), read with Regulation 43 of the regulations to the Act.
More information on the SEEC’s composition and mandate, is set out on page 88-89 of the IAR.

E M Hendricks
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NURTURING OUR CAPITALS

“There has been a global shift in environmental and social consciousness in the past decade, with an increasing understanding
that environmental, social, and corporate governance (''ESG'') issues ultimately, and often directly, affect the long-term
performance of companies. At SA Corporate we believe that, for our business to truly prosper, we need to balance economic
performance with human capital, environmental, social, health and safety, transformation, ethical as well as corporate
responsibility considerations (ESG), all on a holistic basis. The Group ensures that all these dimensions are addressed throughout
its business operations, an approach that serves as testimony to its commitment to sustainable development.“
Ms EM Hendricks.

SOCIAL AND
RELATIONSHIP CAPITAL

SAC is committed to maintaining strong relationships with the key stakeholder
groups that have an integral and lasting impact on the long-term growth and
prosperity of the Group. The Group is also strongly aware of its role in helping to
alleviate inequality and hardship in society.

Afhco’s vision is to raise the standard of education in the inner city, and to realise this vision, a Section 21 non-profit company,
CityKidz Pre and Primary School, was started in 2008 as a social initiative. The school, which is Umalusi registered, provides quality
care and education from Grades RR to 7.
CityKidz Pre-and Primary School, a Section 21 non-profit
company, was started in 2008 as a social initiative by Afhco.
Afhco’s vision was to raise the standard of education in the
inner-city. The school, which is Umalusi registered, provides
quality care and education from Grades RR to 7.

though they were in the classroom. Google Classroom, on the
other hand, enables students to hand in homework and
assignments. The effort and hard work from the staff (both
academic and non-academic) to prepare for this virtual classroom
situation was truly remarkable.

Over the years, CityKidz has been upgraded and refurbished
through generous donations from diverse organisations and
individuals. Four years ago, the Company provided CityKidz
with a loan to build an administration block which consisted of
an office for the principal, finance and administration offices,
a sick room and a teacher’s lounge. A preferential lease
between Afhco and CityKidz was also entered into in 2020,
enabling CityKidz to build eight new classrooms. In 2020, the
school expanded yet again, this time commissioning the
“Funky Factory,” a warehouse that was transformed into an
invaluable multi-purpose space to accommodate more children
during COVID-19.

806 learners
36 classrooms

2020 has brought its own unique set of challenges and demands
on the staff and students of CityKidz. However, they embraced
the change and were excited about a recent Wi-Fi installation
that enables them to do online teaching. The school is making
use of Google Meet and Google Classroom which allows for
interactions between students and staff. With Google Meet,
teachers can “see” their students virtually, and talk to them as

COVID-19 has restricted the number of children the school could
enrol per class in 2021 and they were limited with the intake of
new Grade RR and Grade R learners. The total number of
learners dropped slightly from the prior year with 806 learners
(2020: 815), being taught in 36 classrooms. The normally busy
CityKidz timetable was also impacted by COVID-19, but the staff
and learners kept active with socially distanced fun days,
dancing and, most of all, the epic CauseMatch, a crowdfunding
fundraiser held in 2020. This campaign was well supported by
SAC, Afhco and other inner-city businesses.
SAC donated bursaries of R2.27 million to CityKidz in 2020, with
over 200 school children benefitting. The bursaries were used to
settle outstanding debt, and to cover some of the 2021 school fees.
SA Corporate Real Estate Limited
Environmental, Social and Governance Report 2020
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NURTURING OUR CAPITALS CONTINUED

Support Our Schools is an ongoing initiative by the SAC Retail
portfolio to give back to the community with the improvement
of schools. 2020 was the third consecutive year where the
centres contributed to the education facilities within their
communities.
As a Mandela Day initiative, SAC’s coastal shopping centres
made donations to schools in the form of Personal Protective
Equipment (PPE), which enabled them to re-open after the
COVID-19 lockdown. The centres secured a combined
sponsorship from tenants valued at R12 000.

AFHCO BURSARY OPPORTUNITY
Afhco launched an annual bursary opportunity in 2019, comprising
one educational and one student accommodation bursary per annum.
In 2020, the two bursaries were combined and awarded to one
individual. To allow her to complete her studies, the combined
bursary was again awarded to the same student in 2021. In addition,
Afhco also awarded an educational bursary to another student.

AFHCO WINTER DRIVE

OFFERING FREE WI-FI IN SHOPPING CENTRES

Afhco runs an annual winter drive

Consumers expect to have access to Wi-Fi when they visit restaurants and shopping

during which they appeal to their

centres. SAC’s role as a landlord has evolved to become a facilitator between

tenants and staff to donate clothing

physical and social platforms. Free Wi-Fi is therefore being offered at our shopping

and non-perishable food. These items

centres. Shoppers have access to 1Gb free Wi-Fi per day. An accumulated total of

are then distributed to homeless

116 771 customers registered for Wi-Fi in the coastal portfolio. There is an average

shelters.

of 94 000 Wi-Fi sessions in this portfolio alone.

URBAN AGRICULTURE INITIATIVE
The Urban Agriculture Initiative (“UAI”) is a non-profit
social enterprise established by the Johannesburg InnerCity Partnership to drive the development of urban
agriculture in the City of Johannesburg. Afhco is a
founding member of the UAI and was involved in
conceptualising the idea and assisting with the
execution. The company played a key role, along with
other stakeholders in the inner-city, to obtain seed
grant funding from the Department of Small Business
Development to construct the farms and train farm
entrepreneurs to operate the farms. To date, across the
inner-city of Johannesburg, the UAI has established 11
hydroponic farms (a method of growing plants without
soil, by using mineral nutrient solutions in an aqueous
solvent), a seedling farm and secured a commercial
kitchen for processing and packing of produce.
10
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The idea of the UAI is to create a space
where people can learn the
fundamentals of urban agriculture and
how to develop their own urban farms
in limited spaces, such as unused
rooftops or parking lots. Afhco has
offered the rooftops of its Stanop,
Newgate and Greatermans buildings,
free of charge for this purpose. The
company also partially sponsors the
water and electricity consumption of
these farms.

RETAIL CENTRE SOCIAL INITIATIVES
SAC encourages and assists with a variety of social and community events at our retail shopping centres. These activities are
focused on community upliftment and relief and include raising funds for charities, healthcare and education.

Bluff Towers charity kiosk
Bluff Towers Shopping Centre in Durban
adopted Collingwood Primary School as their
school to support. They created a kiosk in the
centre where items such as shopping bags,
cooler boxes, sunblock and bluetooth speakers
were on sale. The campaign had a dual purpose
– firstly to raise funds for the school and
secondly to introduce the centre’s new branding
to its customers. A total of R27 000 was donated
to the school through this initiative.

CANSA Shades of Pink Fun Run/Walk &
National Shavathon
Davenport Square in Durban hosts an
annual Cancer Association of South Africa
(“CANSA”) Shades of Pink Fun Run which
aims to raise funds and awareness for
breast cancer. The event was hosted
virtually, and participants were
encouraged to upload photos and videos
to social media. A total of 430 runners/
walkers participated, raising over R27 000
for the cause.
SAC hosted the annual CANSA Shavathon
in February 2020. Customers were
encouraged to shave or spray their hair
in the shopping centres and donate to
CANSA - over R70 000 was raised.
SA Corporate Real Estate Limited
Environmental, Social and Governance Report 2020
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NURTURING OUR CAPITALS CONTINUED

Wina nathi and Buck for bills competitions
Umlazi Mega City ran a campaign during
which customers who spent R150 or more
in the centre were entered into a draw to
stand a chance to win 1 of 15 shopping
sprees to the value of R10 000. Close to
1 500 customers participated in the
competition.

The Springfield Value Centre in
Durban ran a campaign during
which customers who spent R150
or more in the centre, stood a
chance to win 1 of 4 personal debt
settlements valued at R10 000
each. 687 Customers entered the
competition. East Coast Radio
hosted an outside broadcast at the
centre with sponsored publicity
worth over R1 million.

Decathlon launch
Decathlon, an international sports retail brand, opened a store in East
Point Shopping Centre in December 2019. The brand aligns perfectly with
the centre’s vision, as their positioning is “to make sport accessible to
everyone”. In line with this vision, the Centre pledged R100 000 during a
live on-air feature of Radio Jacaranda FM’s Good Morning Angels to the
upgrade of the boxing gym at Jan Mabetha’s Boxing Academy. The
Academy teaches boxing to underprivileged children in the community.
The Centre also donated 338 soccer balls to the learners at CityKidz Preand Primary School.

The Love Life Mega Fun Run Walk
Umlazi Mega City, in partnership with a non-profit organisation, Love Life, hosted the virtual Love Life Mega Fun Run and Walk
over two days in December 2020. Participants completed 5km in the two days and were invited to post photos of them wearing
the Mega Fun Run t-shirts on social media. There were over 500 entries and a total of R21 285 was donated to Love Life.

Blue and You Autism Awareness Fun Run
The Musgrave Shopping Centre in Durban
is the annual sponsor of the Blue and You
Autism Fun Run which aims to raise funds
and awareness for Autism. The event
took place virtually in 2020 due to
COVID-19 lockdown regulations. A total
of 619 runners/walkers registered and
R28 830 was raised for the Blue and You
Foundation.
12
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NURTURING OUR CAPITALS

NATURAL CAPITAL

SAC has implemented proactive efforts to reduce its environmental footprint and utilisation
of natural resources. Under the oversight of its SEEC, it aims to measure and minimise the
impact of its own operations on the environment, as well as that of its property portfolios in
all geographical areas in which it operates, including beyond South Africa’s borders, where
sustainability legislation may be less stringent.

The Group firmly believes that proactive environmental management ultimately reduces operating costs and minimises vulnerability
to extreme weather conditions, electricity shortages, and disrupted water and municipal services, while enabling responsiveness to
climate change and reducing impact and demand on the environment.
Some of the environmental projects SAC implemented this year include:
Solar photovoltaic (“PV”) electricity generation

Solar PV installation

SAC has partnered with Terra Firma Solutions, an
energy engineering solution provider since 2015, to
conduct energy assessment and solar PV feasibility
studies at several of our properties. Through this
process, SAC has implemented solar installations
generating 11.85 MWh of renewable energy.

In 2020, SAC generated

15 115 MWh of renewable energy, resulting
in an electricity cost saving of R20 million
and saving 15 417 tonnes of CO e.
2

Electricity consumption
tCO2e per m² saving of

18% in 2020

SAVING WATER

CARBON FOOTPRINT

A borehole was installed at Umlazi Mega City in 2016 to

To monitor its ongoing impact on the environment, and

supplement Umlazi Municipality’s water supply, which has

identify opportunities for further reductions, SAC calculates its

continued to generate consistent savings in municipal water

annual carbon footprint, based on the equity share approach.

and sewerage charges. The borehole provides an

Under this approach, the Company accounts for its greenhouse

uninterrupted supply of filtered, potable water to the

gas emissions from operations according to its share of equity

ablutions, irrigation system and the centre’s HVAC system

in the operations.

(heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning).

In 2020, 175 (2019: 181) properties were included in the

SAC is also progressing with the installation of bulk water

assessment. These included 110 SAC properties (including 6

meter installations with a view to improving water data

disposals) and 65 Afhco properties (including 3 disposals). In

collection and better management of this scarce resource.

partly owned properties, only SAC’s ownership share has been

WASTE REDUCTION EFFORTS
As part of SAC’s commitment to minimise retail waste, several
initiatives have been implemented at 17 centres to reduce waste
and recycle waste where feasible. These efforts have led to 1
793 631m³ of waste being recycled, totalling 2 554 187 tonnes.

included. The number of properties assessed was lower in 2020
due to disposals, exclusions of leased office space and the
combination of certain properties.
The operational boundaries include Scope 1 direct emissions
(mobile combustion, stationary combustion and refrigerant
gases), Scope 2 indirect emissions (SAC and Afhco common
areas electricity consumption) and Scope 3 indirect emissions
(tenants electricity consumption and water).

SA Corporate Real Estate Limited
Environmental, Social and Governance Report 2020
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NURTURING OUR CAPITALS CONTINUED

SAC and AFHCO Carbon Intensity (tCO2e/m²)

Scope 1, 2 and 3 tCO2e / m²

0.160

0.150

0.140

0.130

0.120

0.110

0.100

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Carbon Intensity: Scope 1, 2 and 3 Carbon Emissions per Square Meter based on Equity Share (tCO2/m2)

Total greenhouse gas
emissions for 2020

Linear Carbon Intensity: Scope 1, 2 and 3 Carbon Emissions per Square Meter based on Equity Share (tCO2/m2)

CARBON FOOTPRINT

2020

179 189

0.14%

12%

tCO2e

FOLLOWING THE GREENHOUSE GAS

88%

SCOPE 1:

247 tCO e

SCOPE 2:

21 925 tCO e

SCOPE 3:

157 018 tCO e

2

2

2

PROTOCOL NON-KYOTO GASES: 371 tCO2e

Emissions associated with electricity sold to tenants were the highest contributor to the carbon footprint at 155 426 tCO2e (87%
of emissions).
Electricity consumed by SAC and Afhco in vacancies and common areas follows at 21 925 tCO2e (12% of emissions).
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Emissions changes
Emissions intensity for Scope 2 and Scope 3 electricity emissions per GLA m2 have decreased compared to 2016 baseline and to 2019
emissions intensity ﬁgures, and overall electricity emissions in 2020 have followed the same trend, decreasing by 17% compared to 2019.
2016
Electricity Emissions
SAC traditional portfolio total electricity emissions

2018

2019

2020

2019-2020

tCO2e

tCO2e

tCO2e

tCO2e

tCO2e

% change

193 343

179 567

173 998

174 535

132 807

(24)

25 301

37 125

45 179

38 484

44 544

16

254

1 661

2 993

8 527

15 417

81

218 643

216 692

219 177

213 019

177 351

(17)

Afhco portfolio total electricity emission
Solar PV savings
TOTAL (SAC and Afhco) – excluding solar

2017

SAC electricity emissions have decreased by 24% compared to

emissions. In 2020, SAC has also changed the common areas

2019. It has been estimated that an approximate 9% decrease

recovery methodology from per occupied GLA to per total

could be attributed to solar PV savings and the rest of the

GLA, which increased non-tenant kWh consumption. In

decrease largely relates to the national COVID-19 lockdown.

addition, there has been a reduction in the kWh consumption
for the SAC portfolio as a direct result of the lockdown.

For the SAC portfolio, all properties which account for Scope 2

However, due to increased vacancies, recoveries from tenants

(SAC common area) emissions are shown in the table below,

have decreased, leading to an increase in non-tenant (common

together with comparison to their respective 2019 Scope 2

area) kWh.

2019 Scope

2020 Scope

2 tCO2e

2 tCO2e

Musgrave Centre

2 228

3 997

Pine Walk Centre

2 259

2 076

6

513

9 179

148

325

119

7

300

4 245

Green Park Corner

16

106

574

30% vacancy

18 Covora Street

36

80

123

Change in type of tenant from recruitment
company to testing company

Davenport Square Shopping Centre

–

51

–

3 The Terrace

–

27

–

30/34 Hillclimb Road

16

17

2

102 Essenwood Road

–

2

–

Cnr Fleming Street & Koornhof Road

1

2

76

Property

African City
Forest Road Design & Décor Centre
252 Montrose Avenue

% change Notes
79

Increase vacancies 2 259

(8)
26% vacancy as major tenant KFC moved out
Increase vacancies
In 2019, property was vacant for 9 months, and
in 2020, full occupancy

Afhco emissions have increased by 16% in 2020 compared to 2019, which could be attributed to increased electricity consumption.
The below properties have reported signiﬁcant increases, mainly due to phased development being realised.
Property

2019

2020

Total kWh

Total kWh

Jeppe Post Office

3 315 260

4 408 307

South Hills Lifestyle Estate

% change Notes
33%

Phased development taken up

1 239 366

1 278 693

3%

Phased development taken up

Jabulani Lifestyle Estate

667 383

1 040 256

56%

Phased development taken up

Chapel Court

120 820

205 371

70%

Meter wiring issues in the past

In Chapel Court property, past meter wiring issues were detected, resulting in lower energy consumption figures reported in
previous years. Additionally, higher energy consumption has been reported due to increased central water heating during winter
months in a few Afhco properties.

SA Corporate Real Estate Limited
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NURTURING OUR CAPITALS CONTINUED

SCOPE 3 ELECTRICITY

SCOPE 3 WATER
Electricity consumption CO2e
per m² saving of

155 426

1 592

tCO2e

tCO2e

18% in 2020
versus target of

5% over five years
commencing in 2016
TENANT ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION

TENANT ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION

81% n Traditional Portfolio (tenant) [125 310 tCO2e]

43% n Traditional Portfolio [685 tCO2e]

19% n Afhco Portfolio (tenant) [30 116 tCO2e]

57% n Afhco Portfolio (tenant) [907 tCO2e]

Some of our key performance indicators are listed below:
Description
Annual savings in costs due to Umlazi Mega City borehole

2020

2019

% change

R 219 639

R714 869

(225)

Annual savings on water charges at Umlazi Mega City

R1 883 062

R984 820

48

Annual saving on sewerage charges at Umlazi Mega City

R1 847 681

R240 660

87

155 426

197 802

1 592

1 441

Scope 3 emissions:
– electricity sold (tCO2e)
– water (tCO2e)
* Energy optimisation and savings initiative savings:
– Power factor correction

R 141 993

R 218 385

R0

R1 930 414

R1 123 355

R3 040 429

R0

R 550 133

– By volume (m³)

1 793 631

2 015 316

(12)

– By weight (tonnes)

2 554 187

2 869 874

(12)

25 840

8 198

68

R20 021 867

R10 581 104

47

18 227

8 527

53

537 079

759 457

(74)

– Water saved (litres)

54 534 000

94 696 384

(74)

– Energy saved (KWh)

25 839 723

8 198 751

68

– Water meter installations
– Tariff adjustments
– Energy-efficient lighting

(54)
(171)

Waste recycled at the 17 centres in our portfolio:

Solar PV photovoltaic electricity:
– Renewable energy generated (MWh)
– Electricity cost saving
– Tonnes of CO₂ saved (tCO2e)
Water used (Kl)
SAC’s recycling efforts equated to:

* The reduction in energy-saving and optimisation initiatives during the current year as due to a reduced requirement as the
initiatives have largely been implemented in prior years.
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SOCIAL AND
RELATIONSHIP CAPITAL

The staff of the SAC Group are regarded as a key resource for the organisation. Their
knowledge and skills, as well as their commitment and motivation, are essential to
meeting our strategic objectives and maintaining relationships with stakeholders and
suppliers. SAC enables leadership development and encourages employee growth
and engagement through training, recognition and rewards.

RACE

GENDER

79% n African

56% n Male

7% n Coloured

44% n Female

8% n White
6% n Indian

SAC’s staff are employed by the Management Company (“Manco”), and Afhco staff through various entities within the Afhco
Group. SAC has a remuneration policy and incentive scheme, aligned to shareholder interest, measured against a business
scorecard.
Refer to the Remuneration report on page 110 of the IAR.
The Afhco team has grown along with the expansion in the residential business and further enhancements made to the IT
infrastructure to ensure that we maintain Afhco as a fully integrated business.
Some of our key human capital performance indicators are listed below1:
Description

2020

Number of employees
Average age of employees
Average tenure of employees
Total staff turnover %
Number of staff trained during the year
Number of employee training interventions
Black employees as a % of employees trained
Total spent on training during the year
Total remuneration

% change
189

6%

39

40

(3%)

4.2

4.2

0%

19%

20%

(5%)

55

93

(41%)

8

23

(65%)

96%

91%

6%

R266 980

R636 395

(58%)

R55 182 717

R59 057 627

(6.6%)

92%

92%

0%

Black employees as a % number of employees
1

2019
201

Includes excecutive directors

DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING

• Four months’ maternity leave (paid in ranges from 80% to 40%)

Training needs are identified during staff performance reviews.

• Annual leave ranging from 15 to 22 working days,
depending on role and level

Employees are encouraged to attend training courses, seminars

• 10 days paid study leave for approved qualifications

and workshops to improve knowledge and expand their skills

• Free parking

base, enhance competence and obtain further educational

• Staff members who stay in a SAC or Afhco building, qualify
for a 10% discount on the monthly rental and do not pay a
deposit, parking fee or admin fee

qualifications. The Group pays for, or reimburses, employees for
studies towards recognised qualifications in their line of work.

• 50% school fees subsidy at CityKidz
EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

• Employee reward system – Workpoints incentives

• Membership of a defined contribution pension fund for
Manco employees or provident fund for Afhco employees

• Employee Health and Wellbeing Programme
• Reimbursing a proportion of the connectivity of work-fromhome (“WFH”) costs
SA Corporate Real Estate Limited
Environmental, Social and Governance Report 2020
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NURTURING OUR CAPITALS CONTINUED

NON-DISCRIMINATION

HEALTH AND SAFETY

SAC subscribes to a policy of zero tolerance for discrimination

SAC strives to create a safe and healthy working environment at

in any shape or form, be it in terms of race, gender, ethnic or

its offices, all its properties and at construction projects.

social origin, sexual orientation, religion, age, disability,

Significant health and safety incidents are reported to the SEEC.

political persuasion, conscience belief, culture or language.

In the 2020 reporting period, there was one significant incident

Appropriate disciplinary action is taken against employees

being the failure of a lift due to a manufacturing fault in 120 End

found guilty thereof. No incidents of discrimination were

Street in which there was regretfully one fatality. The Company

reported during the year.

expresses its sincerest condolences to the family of the deceased.

PROPERTY MANAGER PERFORMANCE
Broll, SAC’s outsourced property manager’s performance is monitored and measured according to agreed and transparent KPIs,
detailed in the table below:
Broll’s performance against KPI – as at December 2020
Notes

Target

Maximum
points
2020
#

2020

*Points
achieved
2020

Target

Maximum
points
2019

2019

Points
achieved
2019

Vacancies

1

6.30%

20.00

16.25

2.37

20.00

-

Unsigned leases

2

3.80%

10.00

5.00

4.60

10.00

8.00

25.00

10.00

25.00

-

Arrears level

3

9.40%

10.00

10.00

3.45

10.00

-

Collections

4

90.60%

15.00

–

98.00

15.00

-

Net property income (like for
like portfolio)

5

744 139

20.00

–

728 090

20.00

-

Procurement

6

29.26

10.00

10.00

24.00

10.00

10.00

Expense to income ratio

7

35.29

9.00

–

35.16

9.00

-

Arrears management

*
#
1.
2.
3.
4.
5
6.
7.

The performance of Broll has been negatively impacted by the effect of the COVID-19 pandemic. Points achieved are therefore COVID-19 adjusted
Targets are COVID-19 adjusted
% of GLA; weighted per sector
% of total leases.
% of rolling twelve months’ income.
% of monthly billing.
R’000.
Broll B-BBEE Procurement Policy.
% of expense to income.
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INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL

SAC’s intellectual capital comprises our brands, knowledge, systems, procedures and
protocols. We strive to grow SAC as a property investment brand for prospective
investors and for Afhco to become the residential property brand of choice.

Our systems and processes have been designed and implemented to provide maximum efficiency and support to achieving our
strategic objectives.
As consumer trends have changed, our marketing efforts across our portfolio have been broadened to also make extensive use of
social media to promote our properties through Facebook, Instagram and YouTube, where appropriate.

SA Corporate Real Estate Limited
Environmental, Social and Governance Report 2020
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NURTURING OUR CAPITALS CONTINUED

MANUFACTURED
CAPITAL

Our quality property portfolio forms the basis of our manufactured capital.
For more information on our portfolio, please refer to page 62 of the
2020 IAR for the property portfolio discussion.

FINANCIAL CAPITAL

Access to funding is intrinsic to the Company’s ability to create value,
so debt and equity form the basis of our financial capital.
Please refer to the CFO’s Review on page 52 of the IAR for a
comprehensive discussion of our efforts in this regard.
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STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

SAC has identified and maintains active engagement with a

that transparent, balanced, and timely information is accessible

broad range of stakeholders that have a direct or indirect

to all.

impact on our business, our reputation, and our ability to create
value for our stakeholders. The Group recognises that the
quality of these relationships impacts the success of our
business and appreciates the importance of maintaining a
sustainable balance with the interests of our stakeholders.

This process is documented in an information policy that sets
clear guidelines for the disclosure of information, particularly
price-sensitive information, at presentations and meetings with
shareholders, the media and investment analysts. The Board
and executive team also monitor and ensure that all

For this reason, SAC maintains a formalised stakeholder
engagement and communication process which is aimed at

communication is accurate, timely and transparent, and in
compliance with JSELR.

identifying and prioritising all individuals, entities and groups

SAC’s stakeholder-inclusive approach balances the needs and

who might affect or be affected by, the Group’s investments,

expectations of all our stakeholders. The Social, Ethics and

operations and activities. Engaging with our stakeholders forms

Environmental Committee assists the Board in carrying out this

a critical part of our business strategy, and SAC invests in

responsibility by considering and discussing specific stakeholder

understanding its stakeholders’ views and needs and ensuring

issues at its meetings.

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the business was required to adapt to the new normal of engagement and the business
embraced the virtual communications platform. This enabled us to continuously engage with all stakeholders.

STAKEHOLDER GROUPS

Shareholders and
investors

Property management

Employees

A stakeholder inclusive approach
Tenants

that balances the
needs, interests and

Debt providers

expectations of all
stakeholders

Regulators, industry
Communities

and business
organisations

Local & national
government

The primary stakeholder engagements during 2020 and their outcomes are provided on the following pages.
SA Corporate Real Estate Limited
Environmental, Social and Governance Report 2020
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STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT CONTINUED

Our stakeholders

Quality of
relationship

Mutually beneficial
SHAREHOLDERS, relationship with
INVESTORS AND robust and healthy
ANALYSTS
engagement
In the past year:
Engagement with
shareholders and
analysts was
intensified to keep
them abreast of the
impact of the
pandemic.

PROPERTY
MANAGERS

Good-quality,
value-adding
relationship

In the past year:
Frequent engagement
with property
managers became
even more critical, to
ensure appropriate
safety protocols in and
around the properties
TENANTS
In the past year:
The safety of tenants
was our key priority
and multiple means
were utilised to
communicate and
manage safety
protocols

Engagement methods

Stakeholder priorities

· Results presentations
· One-on-one meetings with major
shareholders and analysts
· SENS announcements
· Press articles
· Media announcements
· Roadshows
· Pre-close webinars
· Trading updates
· Corporate website
· AFS and bi-annual reporting on
results
· IAR
· Virtual meetings and results events

· Acceptable and sustainable growth
in distributions
· Appropriate return on investment
· Sound corporate governance,
compliance and risk management
· Consistent financial performance
· Good corporate citizenship
· Fair and transparent executive
remuneration and incentives
· Capital preservation

· Monthly meetings with executives · Performance of property managers
and asset managers
· Security of contractual
· Communication of the Group’s
arrangements
strategy
· Clear service level agreement with
· Developing business plans,
well-defined KPIs
budgets and forecasts to NPI level · Clarity around longer-term
· Quarterly review of key
strategy
performance indicators (“KPIs”)
· Compliance with laws and
regulations

We have a strong and
loyal tenant base, as
evidenced by our high
retention rates.
Maintaining this
tenant base was a
challenge in the past
year due to tenant
failures and
affordability issues.
SAC assisted with
tenant relief, where
appropriate.

· Meetings with centre managers
and on-site staff

· Loyalty and retention of tenants

· Strategic relations with national
retailers

· Quality of property

· Partnering with tenants
· Property manager meetings
· On-site marketing consultants at
retail centres
· Tenant visits
· Walk-in centre, email, WhatsApp,
telephone, chatbot, notices,
letters, for residential tenants

· Reasonability of cost of occupancy
· Tenant safety and security
· Location of property
· Tenant mix improvements
· Client service excellence
· Increasing foot traffic
· Increased competition
· Environmental pressure as far as it
impacts the tenant cost
· Accurate measuring of water and
electricity
· B-BBEE rating
· Administrative accuracy

COMMUNITIES

Generally, mutually
beneficial
relationships

In the past year:
The needs of our
communities
increased markedly

· Variety of social outreach
programmes at our shopping
centres
· Uplifting the community in
the inner-city by providing
infrastructure and educational
facilities
· “Adopt-a-school” programme at
our malls
· Involvement in city improvement
districts
· Facilitating broad-based community
participation through corporate
social investment initiatives.
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· Environmental impact
· Job creation
· Safety, security and cleanliness
· Responsible corporate citizenship

Our response

Risks

Opportunities

Contribution to value
creation

· We aim to achieve sustainable,
quality returns, which deliver
both profit and cash to our
shareholders

· Reputational damage

· A strengthened
investment case

· Shareholders provide
capital to facilitate
growth in the business

· Robust engagement keeps us
abreast of shareholder needs and
preferences

· Increased cost of
capital
· Slowing distribution
growth
· Safeguarding against
liquidity risks

· A share price valuation
that reflects appropriate
value for the Group
· Introducing new
convenience, defensive
retailer brands and
concepts

· Analysts provide
market intelligence on
opportunities and peer
comparisons

· Repurposing commercial
properties for residential
use

· We maintain strong relationships
with well-defined expectations
and regular interaction to ensure
acceptable performance and
ongoing healthy relationships

· Maintaining the safety · Well-managed and wellof customers and
maintained properties
tenants
attract tenants and
improve retention
· Increased vacancies

· Drive effective and
efficient operations
through improved
property fundamentals

· Reputational damage

· Ensure the maintenance
of the properties is well
planned and executed

· Properties that are not
well-managed or wellmaintained

· Ensure the safety of the
tenants, customers and
employees

· Stringent implementation of
COVID-19 protocols to ensure a
safe environment

· Tenant concerns
may damage our
reputation

· Early warning system
to protect against
reputational damage

· We continuously strive
to accommodate tenant
requirements, within acceptable
parameters

· Tenant safety and
exposure to the virus

· Resolving tenant
complaints quickly and
effectively leads to
increased tenant loyalty

· Inability of tenants
to afford the cost of
occupation

· Improving the level of amenities
continues to receive focus, to raise · Lack of tenant
the quality of affordable housing
retention
for residential tenants
· Improving the level of security to
inner-city residential and retail
tenants
· Tenant relief to support tenant
resilience
· We partner with our communities
and strive to play our part for
the success and well-being of the
communities in which we operate

· High retention reduces
costs of sourcing new
tenants
· Supporting tenants
in challenging times
improves retention as well
as SAC’s reputation as a
landlord

· A breakdown in
· Strong community
relationships in a
relationships will support
community could harm mutually beneficial
our reputation and
outcomes for community
increase vacancies
developments, as well as
· SAC has this year, as part of our
increased footfall in our
social investment, invested in
· A deterioration in
malls and higher value for
funding skills development for
the environment
our residential properties
disabled, previously disadvantaged surrounding our
people
properties will
ultimately impact on
· Bursaries to support CityKidz’
their value
parents with outstanding school
debt and 2021 fees

· The renting of available
space, enabling SAC to
grow its business

· Encourages community
support for the business
· Better understanding
of the needs of the
community aligns the
business to communities’
needs
· Positive impact on the
communities
· Financial relief improves
tenant and community
viability

· Student bursaries from Afhco

SA Corporate Real Estate Limited
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Our stakeholders

EMPLOYEES

Quality of
relationship

Engagement methods

Stakeholder priorities

Strong relationship
of trust and mutual
understanding

· Staff meetings

· Job security

· Intranet and emails

· Fair remuneration and incentives

· Performance review and career
planning discussions

· Conducive work environment

· Online platforms

· Financial sustainability, including
Group performance

In the past year:
Employees had to be
assisted with the right
tools to WFH where
possible and
alternative electronic
engagement tools
were sourced

· Virtual meetings

· Group values

· Training and career development
opportunities
· Safety concerns during the
COVID-19 pandemic

Good-standing,
DEBT PROVIDERS value-adding
relationship
In the past year:
Engagement with
lenders was intensified
to negotiate covenant
compliance during the
pandemic and keep
them abreast of
financial impacts of the
pandemic

· Regular virtual meetings

· Competent treasury function

· Long-standing professional
relationships

· Ability to service debt

· Property inspections

· Adhering to covenants

· LTV and other covenant ratios

· Cash flow projections
· Reporting on covenant
requirements

REGULATORS,
Mutually beneficial
INDUSTRY AND relationship
BUSINESS
ORGANISATIONS

· Attendance and participation at
property industry conferences

· Sector-specific issues
· Introduction of new legislation

· Liaise with JSE through sponsor
· Member of the SA REIT
association

In the past year:
The SA REIT
Association actively
engaged with the JSE
to improve SA REIT’s
plight in terms of
minimum
distributions given
liquidity constraints
during the pandemic
LOCAL AND
NATIONAL
GOVERNMENT
In the past year:
Continued
engagement with
National Treasury and
SARS regarding the
REIT status and tax
compliance through
the SA REIT
Association.

SAC’s belief in strong
and ethical
leadership and
collaboration for
sustainable
development assists
with our relationship
with government

Engagement with
municipalities to
ensure fair municipal
valuations and
related charges
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· Regular meetings and
consultations

· Compliance with legal and
regulatory requirements

· B-BBEE scorecard

· Service delivery

· Employment equity reports

· Contribution to economic
development

· Johannesburg Property Owners
and Managers Association’s
interactions with the City of
Johannesburg
· Lobbying
· Local authority engagement in
respect of access improvements

· Urban regeneration
· By-law enforcement
· Elimination of illegal dumping
· Fight against poverty and
unemployment
· Transformation
· Collection of billings
· Maintenance of public open space
and infrastructure
· Broad-Based Black Economic
Empowerment

Our response

Risks

· We invest in skills development
to ensure that our people are
equipped to provide excellent
service

· Negative perceptions
· Ensuring a committed
· Highly skilled and
from employees might and engaged workforce,
engaged staff who are
cause disruption
will lead to a satisfied
adequately remunerated,
of operations
tenant base and profitable incentivised, and
and unproductive
growth
motivated to execute our
behaviour
strategic objectives
· Providing employees
· Lack of staff retention
with access to a wellness
· Staff retention
leads to disruptions
programme
and increased costs

· We strive to remunerate our staff
well and provide an appealing
employee proposition to attract
high calibre staff

· We keep our lenders informed
through regular reporting and
engagement and manage the
organisation within the required
parameters to reduce risk for
ourselves and lenders alike

· Lack of capital
· Reputational damage
· Onerous LTV
covenants
· Breaching covenants

· Extensive engagement with
funders to proactively manage
compliance with lender covenants
during COVID-19

· Identifying opportunities
for improved disclosure
and value-add

Contribution to value
creation

· Provision of funding
to facilitate business
objectives

· Launching additional
funding instruments to
broaden the base of
potential lenders
· Securing additional
facilities and/or less
onerous funding terms to
ensure liquidity

· Monthly reviews are circulated to
the Risk and Compliance Committee
to ensure that all risk tolerances
and thresholds are in place.
· We keep abreast of JSELR and
changes in regulations

Opportunities

· Non-compliance with
industry regulations
· Non-compliance with
JSE REIT requirements

· Co-operation with peers
· Guidance on matters
may lead to outcomes that affecting the property
benefit all parties
industry and sharing of
experiences
· Savings through lessons
learnt
· Joint lobbying on matters
of mutual interest

· We are committed to ethical
· Non-compliance or
business and governance practices a deterioration in
and are willing to collaborate
relationship with
to improve service delivery for
regulators, may
tenants
jeopardise SAC’s
license to operate
· Non-payment of
utilities may lead to
interrupted service
delivery

· Our established track
record assists us to obtain
access and co-operation
from the relevant
authorities

· Partnering to encourage
good service delivery
for our tenants and
community elevation
· Providing regulatory
frameworks which are
transparent and fair to all
parties
· Enforcing local and
national laws and
regulations to ensure
compliance

SA Corporate Real Estate Limited
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ESG DATA TABLES

Unit of
measure

2020

2019

Governance
Number of Board members

Number

10

10

Number of Board members who are deemed non-executive

Number

8

8

Number of Board members who are deemed executive

Number

2

2

Number of Board members who are deemed independent

Number

8

8

Number of Board members who are deemed Historically Disadvantaged South
Africans (HDSA)

Number

6

5

Number of Board members who are women

Number

3

3

Average length of executive director service

Years

9.5

8

Average length of non-executive director service

Years

4.6

5

Average length of director (full Board) service

Years

5.2

6

Average age of directors

Years

53.9

54.6

%

100

100

%

5.2

6.8

Overall Board and Committee meeting attendance
Auditor remuneration: % of non-audit fees
Length of current auditor's service

Years

1

Independence of Board Chairman

25

Y/N

Yes

Yes

Publicly available policy on Board conflicts of interest & politically exposed
persons (PEPs)

Y/N

Yes

Yes

Disclosure on any/all Board member conflicts of interest

Y/N

Yes

Yes

Public disclosure on any/all Board members deemed a PEP

Y/N

n/a

n/a

Publicly available human rights policy

Y/N

under
development

No

Shareholder’s vote (binding) on executive remuneration

Y/N

Partial

Partial

Shareholder’s vote (binding) on sustainability-related resolutions

Y/N

n/a

n/a

Public disclose of voting record on sustainability-related resolutions

Y/N

n/a

n/a

Total number of permanent employees

Number

201

189

Total number of temporary employees

Number

10

6

Total number of contractors

Number

36

43

Total employees (including contractors)

Human capital

Number

252

189

Percentage of employees who are deemed HDSA (South Africa only)

%

93.0

92.0

Percentage of employees who are women

%

44.0

53.0

Percentage of employees who are permanent

%

82.0

79.0

Percentage of employees who belong to a trade union

%

6.0

10.0

Number

36

28

19.0

20

Total number of employee terminations
Employee turnover rate
Total number of employees trained
Value of employee training spend

%
Number
ZAR

55

116

266 980

636 295

Health and Safety
Total number of fatalities

Number

1

0

Total number of lost-time injuries (LTIs)

Number

0

0

Total number of medical treatment cases (MTCs)

Number

1

0

Total number of first aid cases (FACs)

Number

7

10

Afhco

Number

66

67

Commercial

Number

8

9

Industrial

Number

69

74

Retail

Number

26

26

Storage

Number

17

17

Rest of Africa

Number

3

3

Total number of properties Owned

Number

189

196

Properties owned
Properties
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Unit of
measure

2020

2019

Square meters - under SAC direct control
Afhco

m2

373 495

Commercial

m2

37 890

346 712
38 858

Industrial

m2

537 463

647 814

Retail and Storage

m2

414 229

413 483

Rest of Africa

m2

30 320

30 061

Total square meters of properties owned - under SAC direct control (rental area)

m2

1 393 397

1 476 928

Retail and Storage

m2

17 801

17 673

Rest of Africa

2

m

30 320

30 061

Total square meters of properties owned – not under SAC direct control (rental area)

m2

48 121

47 734

Total grid electricity consumption (excluding self-generation)

MWh

123 958

159 983

Total petrol consumption

litres

2 203

2 991

Total diesel consumption

litres

5 338

5 670

Total volume of electricity self-generated

MWh

15 115

8 198

Scope 1

tCO2e

247

180

Scope 2

tCO2e

21 925

15 217

Scope 3

tCO2e

157 018

199 243

Square meters - not under SAC direct control

Environmental
Energy

Carbon Footprint (SAC and Afhco)

Total Carbon Emissions
Carbon Efficiency (Total emissions)

tCO2e

179 189

214 640

tCO2e/m2

0.1180

0.1453

m3

782 496

759 457

0.5162

0.5141

2 554 187

2 869 000

70

77

Water
Total water consumption
Water efficiency

m /m
3

2

Waste
Total volume of waste recycled
Percentage of waste recycled

tonnes
%

SI/SED Expenditures
CSI/SED spend on education

ZAR

129 888

185 966

CSI/SED spend on health, including HIV/AIDS

ZAR

99 470

124 525

CSI/SED spend on arts, sports and culture

ZAR

394 276

117 150

Enterprise development spend

ZAR

926 773

388 076

Supplier development spend

ZAR

2 104 230

2 005 519

ZAR

2 312 105

–

Value of total discretionary procurement spend

ZAR

1 048 377 976

1 507 681 504

HDSA procurement spend

ZAR

206 649 707

269 773 228

19.7

17.9

Enterprise and Supplier Development

Skills Development
School fees bursaris
Procurement *

Preferential procurement spend rate

%

* 2020 number as per draft scorecard
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ADMINISTRATION

SA Corporate Real Estate Limited
Incorporated in the Republic of South Africa
Registration number: 2015/015578/06
Share code: SAC
ISIN code: ZAE000203238
Approved as a REIT by the JSE

REGISTERED OFFICE
South Wing, First Floor
Block A, The Forum
North Bank Lane
Century City 7441
Postnet Suite 1051
Private Bag X2
Century City 7446
Tel: +27 21 529 8410
Fax: +27 21 529 8450
E-mail: info@sacorp.co.za
Website: www.sacorporatefund.co.za

AFHCO HOLDINGS PROPRIETARY LIMITED
Afhco Corner
1st Floor
64 Siemert Road
New Doornfontein 2094
Tel: +27 11 224 2400
E-mail: info@Afhco.co.za
Website: www.Afhco.co.za

PROPERTY MANAGER
Broll Property Group Proprietary Limited
61 Katherine Street
Sandown Ext. 54
Sandton 2196
PO Box 1455
Saxonwold 2132
Tel: +27 11 441 4000
Fax: +27 11 441 4203
E-mail: info@broll.co.za

AUDITORS
PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc (2020/2021)
4 Lisbon Lane, Waterfall City
Jukskei View, 2090
Private Bag X36
Sunninghill, 2157
Tel: +27 (0) 11 797 4000
Fax: +27 (0) 11 797 5800
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TRANSFER SECRETARIES
Computershare Investor Services Proprietary Limited
Rosebank Towers
15 Biermann Avenue
Rosebank
2196
Private Bag X9000
Saxonwold 2132
2107
Tel: +27 11 370 5000
Fax: +27 11 688 5218

SPONSORS
Nedbank Corporate and Investment Banking, a division of
Nedbank Limited
3rd Floor, Corporate Place
Nedbank Sandton
135 Rivonia Road
Sandown
2196
PO Box 1144
Johannesburg
2000

BANKERS
First National Bank, a division of FirstRand Bank Limited
Global Transactional Services – Cape Town
24th Floor, Portside
5 Buitengracht Street
Cape Town
8001
PO Box 367
Cape Town
8000
Tel: +27 87 736 5538

www.sacorporatefund.co.za

